Parent: Mrs. Rebecca Hirschwerk

From the very first minute of his very first day at camp, our son was in heaven! And as soon as his first summer at Hofstra ended, he was practically counting down the days until it would start again.

He actually discovered this camp and we really couldn't believe that it existed—it is the most perfect place for a kid who loves everything sports. The instructors are fantastic and make every aspect of sports journalism exciting—from interviews, to reporting, even editing and research.

The camp is filled with warm, nurturing professionals who encourage the students to follow their passions. They emphasize the importance of preparation, organization, and presentation in a joyful but serious way that makes kids want to hang out in a classroom right after school has just ended!

We can't say enough about how wonderful this camp is. Our son was the youngest in the program but he felt welcomed and at home right away. He even continues his relationships with some of the staff who have been so kind and helpful to him during the "off season."

If Hofstra ran a Sports Broadcasting High School we would sign him up in a heartbeat.

If your kid loves watching, debating, and learning about sports then don't miss out on this amazing place filled with amazing people.